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Research Report
Mobile Integrated Systems, Inc.
Traded as MIBI on the Other OTC Market
MIBI’s Innovative Software Permits Mobile Digital Devices
To Multiply the Profits of MIBI’s Selected Industry Players
Its Initial Application Serves the Lottery Industry where it Permits the Secure
Purchase of Lottery Tickets on Commercially Available Smart
Phones & Other Mobile Telecommunications Devices
MIBI Intends to Offer its Cloud-based Lottery Software Application
To Governments & Other Licensed Lottery Operators
It Intends to Apply its Technology to Specific Applications in
Other Industries, With New Applications Being
Introduced About One Every Quarter

Comment
One of our readers suggested that we look into this emerging growth situation. Larry Oakley
interviewed CEO Murray Simser & was so impressed with the situation that we decided to continue
our research. Since then, we have been moving ahead with gusto.

Essentials
Business:
Traded at:
Symbol:
Price (6/12/2012 9:30 a.m. EDT):
52-Week Range:
52-Week High (4/3/2012):
52-Week Low (5/14/2012):
Volume so far on 6/12/2012:
Average Volume (3mos):
Average Volume (10 day):
50-Day Moving Average:

Develop & Install High Profit Software Applications
OTC (Currently on the Pink Sheets)
MIBI
US$0.26
US$0.20 – US$1.60
US$1.60
US$0.20
10,222
16,369
3,333
US$0.23
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200-Day Moving Average:
Authorized Shares (at 4/23//2012):
Shares Out (at 2/29/2012):
Float (at 2/29/2012):
Last Slit Date:
Last Slit Factor:
Market Cap (at 6/12/2012):
Net Income (ttm):
Fiscal Year Ends:
Most Recent Quarter Published:
Latest Report:
Founded in:
Located in:

US$0.35
300 million
153.73 million
57.23 million shares
3/27/2012
Five New per One Old
US$39.97 million
US$-2.15 million*
May 31
Feb 29, 2012
4/25/2012 Quarterly Report
2008
Toronto, Canada

*Note that this is a negative number – please see my Note below.
NOTE: As an emerging growth company developing proprietary software for applications in
selected industries, MIBI is just beginning to emerge from its developing phase. Obviously it has
generated losses during its developing stage. Fortunately, it has a very strong Board with the ability
& desire to finance not only the initial development phase but the special investments in the
application of its products to each new selected industry, as well as financing appropriate
acquisitions of industry players that MIBI management may wish to add to the company’s
operations.
Prospective investors are urged to avoid making any decisions based on the initial losses
attributed to a company’s development phase operations. One should rather look at what the future
is expected to bring. Based on Larry Oakley’s quarter century of writing about emerging growth
situations, he suggests that you look carefully at the size of the markets MIBI plans to serve, & base
your decisions on the company’s estimated future profitable operations.

Our Opinion
The mid-term & long-term potential of this situation is what caused Larry Oakley to suggest that we invite
our reader to have us embrace the task of doing this Research Report.

We like the fact that MIBI is not only an innovative company, witness its proprietary technology,
but that the markets it has selected to enter are growing at a very fast pace. Larry Oakley
commented that MIBI has decided to base its entire operation on what they see as the world’s
fastest growing market segments. He also says that MIBI is solid financially, largely due to
contributions of its Board of Directors – it has, for example, created a sufficient fund to permit the
development, sale, & installation of its technology products into businesses in 10 industries during
the next few years.
At first glance, you might think this situation is at a point too early in its history to take a
position because of its early losses, but as Larry Oakley stated after talking to CEO Simser, he is
very impressed with this exceptional company. He asked its CEO when he felt the company would
reach its cash-flow-positive operation – the answer was in one year.
Larry suggests that you give this company a serious look – he feels that it should be an important
part of your portfolio of long-term potential big winners. Read the rest of this report as a start – we
think you’ll agree with Larry.
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What MIBI Is & Does
MIBI includes the following paragraph in its news releases:
“Mobile Integrated Systems, Inc. is a technology company focused on developing and deploying
robust, secure, mobile products and transaction solutions to a variety of industry sectors including
lotteries, gaming, transportation, telecommunications, and finance, among others. The company's
executive offices are located at 502-25 Adelaide St. East, Toronto, Canada; phone 416-479-0880.”
In our research here at WallStreetCorner.com, we learned that MIBI has developed the basis of
a group of products that will be applied in a prepackaged technology infrastructure method to
specifically selected governments or businesses in a series of specific selected industries. The first of
the three initial industries MIBI selected is the Lottery industry, described in the next section of this
report. Within that industry, specific governments & corporations have already been selected &
offers made. As each selected entity signs appropriate documents, MIBI will issue news releases &
we will alert you with one of our email distributions.
NOTE: If you do not as yet receive our email alerts, please ask by clicking on the “Keep Me
Informed” box on our home page. It’s at no charge for those who read this Research Report.
Larry Oakley, in his interview with CEO Simser, learned that the approach MIBI has developed
has taken a great deal of time & investment. If any large company or government were to elect to
build an integrated system that could accomplish what MIBI has created for their own use, it would
take them a tremendous investment of time to do it, as well as a tremendous investment of money.
MIBI’s approach is outstanding. It is to be able to offer a set of already developed products that
MIBI management can combine to provide an entire system that can save its selected businesses a
tremendous amount of time & money. Even better, a system of already created products that
provide a proven end result totally removes the major problems of trying to create a workable
system in house.
In addition to all of the technology that is already available in end product form from MIBI, the
method of getting paid for what they can provide is a winning situation for both MIBI & its
customers. Instead of charging for each of the many products on a one-time basis, MIBI takes the
total risk of the entire system, its installation, its training, & all other aspects of the arrangement. It
finances the entire plan, & is paid via a stake in the operation of the new capability MIBI’s
customer receives by building in a 5% to 10% stake in the income generated by the customer’s
operation of the system. Both MIBI & its customers are winners.

MIBI’s First Application for its Technology
MIBI’s initial application for its technology is directed to the lottery industry. It is referred to as
its Mobilotto Solution. It has significant & distinct benefits to both lottery operators & players. It
enables secure lottery play on mobile devices. It is custom-tailored to each operator’s regulatory
environment, security needs, & player/client intentions. It combines secure electronic transactions,
familiar game play, location/jurisdictional verification, player registration, & player analytics into a
comprehensive mobile solution. It also introduces a secure direct distribution channel between the
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authorized lottery license holder & the consumer, reducing the reliance on traditional distribution
methods & one-way communication channels.
In comparison with traditional fixed lottery outlets, Mobilotto improves a lottery’s profitability
by providing a new, secure distribution channel that combines increased lottery availability &
player convenience with reduced operating & capital costs. Compared with other software systems,
Mobilotto positively identifies the location of a registered mobile device & whether or not a device is
eligible to play. That prevents fraud & provides transaction control. MIBI’s innovative technology
provides lottery operators a secure, scalable, & exciting way to attract new consumers to both new
& existing games.
Players do not have to visit a gas station or convenience store. They can play their favorite lottery
games using a minimum number of keystrokes through their trusted mobile device, whether or not
it has GPS hardware. The device can be programmed for games based on customer preference.
Transactions are debited directly from either lottery operator stored value accounts, or other
methods. Winning ticket holders are notified directly on their mobile devices. The system also
enables players to review past transactions & winnings, & edit application preferences. The
Mobilotto solution can be programmed for most mobile handsets, including Blackberry, Palm,
iPhone, Windows Mobile, BREW, Symbian, & Android based devices.
MIBI’s Mobilotto solution includes: Client applications; Mobile web interfaces; Graphic
support; Content development, delivery, & enhancement; Server architecture & infrastructure;
Custom integration with legacy systems; & End to end lottery operator solutions.
Its customer-friendly solution is built on a modular, scalable implementation architecture that
provides maximum flexibility, implementation options, & leverages existing lottery investment in:
Internet infrastructure; Payment systems; & Player management systems.
Its modular approach extends throughout the development process & all the way to the targeted
client device (mobile phone, netbook, other). The heart of the solution is the client LaunchPad which
enables management of the service offerings while facilitating secure play of popular lottery, casino,
or other games of skill or chance. The LaunchPad enables new game modules to be automatically
delivered to the consumer & allows the user to determine which games are deployed to their device.
Users also have the power to opt-in to critical marketing messages, including but not limited to:
Upcoming draws; Good causes supported; Promotions; Special events; Winner awareness; &
Other lottery messaging.
MIBI strongly believes that mobile solutions must offer consumer-centric design, functionality, &
capability as well as customer access in order to succeed. Without advanced marketing capabilities,
player analytics, & real time player feedback mechanisms, a mobile solution is incomplete.
MIBI’s solution addresses these concerns & provides the consumer with an intuitive interface
that fosters: The shortest learning curve possible; A high level of engagement & excitement;
Technical & financial support for global lottery operators; & A high performing & stable operating
system.
Scalability is key. Mobile devices outnumber computers almost 5 to 1 globally with smartphones
making up the majority of current growth. MIBI understands the potential growth of the mobile
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segment, & the typical purchase patterns of lottery players, & has engineered its solution to grow
with the demand.
Bottom line: MIBI’s Mobilotto solution substantially reduces the amount of paper current
methods require, identifies & qualifies players by age, by reference to mobile telephone subscription
& passwords, supports responsible gaming conventions, & allows lotteries & players to set limits on
game play. Mobilotto can verify the location of a mobile device at the time of purchase, thereby
restricting out of jurisdiction purchases where those are prohibited. The first Lotto related system
was installed in April – see the news release dated 4/3/2012 in our “Recent News” section.
Here are MIBI’s principles associated with its initial industry selection:
MIBI’s Mission: To provide unique & customized mobile gaming & marketing solutions to
authorized lottery organizations around the world.
MIBI’s Vision: To be recognized as the leading provider of mobile lottery solutions, applications,
& content while maintaining the highest integrity, principals, & security standards.
MIBI’s Values: To embrace transparent corporate & social responsibility policies & procedures,
& to respect the WLA Responsible Gaming Principles & Framework & state-authorized lottery
regulations.
MIBI’s Strategy: To provide a fully-functional lottery transaction engine & the tools necessary
for its customers to implement a robust mobile channel, mobile content offerings, & a complete
mobile communication package which lotteries can use to communicate directly with players.

Management Team
MIBI has assembled a highly talented group of seasoned executives as their management team.
Collectively they have tremendous depth of experience including wireless, network management,
switching systems, Internet systems, business development, consumer marketing, finance, lottery
products, & services.

Murray P.J.B. Simser is President & CEO. He founded tech start-ups in enterprise
software, dot.com, mobile app, & game spaces. As CEO he has led companies both public & private.
He also led the sales & commercialization effort of many well known technologies at Microsoft
Corporation & was a key executive of Silicon Valley start-ups.
He is the Founder & Chairman of Resmis Ventures, a privately held venture fund, which takes
positions in companies. He is the President of Merchant World Services, a privately held company
that offers mobile apps focused on personal safety & security. He was Director of Worldwide
Incubation for Microsoft Corporation. He co-founded the $80 million investor-backed cloud-based
award-winning CRM company, eAssist, that grew to service 2,500+ clients worldwide, including 12
of the Fortune 50 & 9 of the Global 50. He also founded a business process offshore (BPO) company
OSP, responsible for unlocking shareholder value by least-cost shoring a quarter billion dollars in
back-office tech & admin infrastructure to places around the globe. He was recruited to be the VP
of business development at Steve Wood’s (Microsoft employee no 6) Wireless Services Corporation
where he helped raise multi-million dollar rounds of capital & developed channel & partner
relationships. He studied economics at the University of Ottawa where he commits time supporting
school fund raising activities.
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Emlyn J. David is CFO. He has over 20 years of investment analysis & corporate financial
management experience, & is the Managing Partner of Cangap Capital Corp., a niche merchant
bank investing in & lending to a wide range of companies, including interests in transportation,
business aviation, environmental services, & media finance. He has taken companies public via the
capital pool process on the TSX V. He began his career working as a Corporate Financial Manager
with Cambridge Shopping Centers, one of the largest public real estate companies in North America
at that time. Subsequent to that, he co-founded a niche real estate investment-banking group within
a large national brokerage firm, participating in over 15 listings of REITS & real estate companies
on the Toronto Stock Exchange.

Stephen Baker is Chief Technology Officer. He has been providing technology solutions to
business problems for over 30 years, including 15 years as a member of the senior IT management
leadership. Areas of expertise include Service Delivery, Infrastructure, Architecture, & Vendor
management. His industry experience includes Government, National Retail, Service Bureau, &
Gaming. Most recently he held the positions of CTO, VP Architecture & Service Delivery, & VP
Infrastructure Delivery Service at the Ontario Lottery & Gaming Corporation (OLG). His
accountabilities included all technology along with the day-to-day management of multiple data
centers & one of Canada’s largest networks. A strategic thinker with pragmatic delivery Steve has
developed a reputation for innovative solutions to business problems and improving service quality
while reducing the cost of operations and building effective teams.

Melvin Battiston, P. Eng is Chief Sales Officer. He has 20+ years experience as an empathic
software industry executive working in engineering, sales, implementation services, alliances,
consulting, & management roles. He is a left-brained “analytic” & a right-brained “creative” who is
meticulously focused on the “Client”, solution simplification, & results. He is a University of
Toronto Industrial Engineering graduate who practiced at IBM Canada. He sold & implemented
cloud software solutions & services at DataCrown (now IBM). He was involved in the first sales &
implementations of Sand Technology & Hitachi Data Systems software solutions. At Teradata,
FileTek, Retek (now Oracle), & Hewlett Packard he crafted, sold, & helped implement multi-vendor
multi-million-dollar pan-enterprise solutions. He helped Kiran Analytics, GERS (now Escalate),
ImpulseLogic & Autonomy (now HP) on challenging early-stage solution development, selling
strategies & sales execution. He advises on: complex selling strategy; sales team optimization;
alliances eco-systems; the design, build, implementation, & optimization of pan-enterprise systems
for content management, collaboration, reporting, & analytics; & pull & social marketing.

Board of Directors
MIBI is directed by a board of very distinguished & highly skilled successful business
professionals & entrepreneurs with great influence & deep contacts in many different business &
social sectors. Their guidance, governance, & vision collectively bring great value to both MIBI &
Mobilotto & their ability to grow & succeed.

Todd Halpern is Chairman. Currently residing as President of Halpern Enterprises, Todd &
his family have been in the business of importing fine wines & spirits into Canada for over 57 years.
Todd joined Halpern Enterprises in 1979, & since has grown the company tremendously. Today the
company represents over 100 of the World’s finest wine & spirit producers. Serving on the Toronto
General Hospital Board since 2005, he is Board Champion of the Krembil Neuroscience Center’s
Krembil Discovery Tower & Krembil Neuro Program. He is also Chair of the Grand Cru Culinary
Wine Festival, which benefits research at University Health Network.
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Benjamin Chesir has over 15 years of capital markets experience focusing on all facets of
trading & money management. He started his career at Merrill Lynch’s Institutional Client Group
in a variety of roles including software developer, market data executive, & futures & options sales
trader after securing his Masters degrees in Finance & International business. He also served as
First VP at ABN AMRO Inc. & as a Director at Citigroup, where he built & ran the risk
management infrastructure & functions for those firms’ North American exchange-traded
derivatives businesses. He joined the New York Mercantile Exchange as its Senior VP of New
Product Development in 2006 focusing on new initiatives including formation of the Green
Exchange, launch of various index futures products, & primary lead on many of its M&A &
strategic joint ventures. After the CME Group’s acquisition of NYMEX he took a position at OTC
Global Holdings as its Chief Development Officer helping that firm develop & distribute its
electronic trading & data platform to institutional clients & brokers. In addition to serving as a
director at Mobi he is President & COO of Quantitative Alpha Trading, an Algorithmic trading
firm with offices in New York, Toronto, & Mississauga.
Emlyn J. David has over 20 years of investment analysis & corporate financial management
experience. He is the Managing Partner of Cangap Capital Corp., a niche merchant bank investing
in & lending to a wide range of companies, including interests in transportation, business aviation,
environmental services, & media finance. He has also taken companies public via the capital pool
process on the TSX V. He began his career working as a Corporate Financial Manager with
Cambridge Shopping Centres, one of the largest public real estate companies in North America at
that time. Subsequent to that, he co-founded a niche real estate investment-banking group within a
large national brokerage firm, participating in over 15 listings of REITS & Real Estate companies
on the Toronto Stock Exchange.
James McGovern founded Arrow Hedge Partners in 1999 after working for over 13 years at
BPI Financial Corporation (Canada) (“BPI”), the company he co-founded, & where he ultimately
held the positions of President & CEO. BPI, a publicly traded company, managed or administered
over $6 Billion dollars on behalf of Canadian & U.S. investors. He was the founding Chairman
(currently, Past Chairman) of the Canadian Chapter of the Alternative Investment Management
Association (“AIMA”). He is actively involved in the international hedge fund community & has
spoken at conferences in Canada & globally. He graduated from the University of Toronto with a
Bachelor of Commerce & Finance degree in 1985. He is active in charitable organizations, including
Hedge Funds Care Canada & University Health Network. He also serves on the Board of Trustees
of the Fraser Institute, an independent Canadian economic & social research & educational
organization.
Alan Ralph is Audit Chair. He is a Chartered Accountant who retired in 2007 after 34 years as
a partner of Deloitte & Touche LLP. During his tenure, he specialized in Audit & Assurance serving
both publicly traded & owner-managed enterprises. He was the office managing partner for the
Niagara & Burlington offices, the Director of Audit & Assurance Services for South Western
Ontario, & a member of the Deloitte National Committee for Audit & Assurance Services in
Canada. Currently, he is a director & chair of the audit committee for Loto Inc. a publicly traded
company that develops & markets lottery software, director & chair of the audit committee for
QAT Inc. a publicly traded company that develops quantitative analytical software, & also as
director & chair of the audit committee for the Vineland Research & Innovation Center, an
internationally recognized center of horticultural research & innovation excellence. He presently
operates as an independent consultant to winery investors & owners as well as other small business
enterprises. He has also served as a director & board chair for various community, charitable, &
not for profit Boards & Associations located in the Niagara Peninsula.
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Donald J.P. Ziraldo C.M., LLD was a founding partner in Inniskillin in 1975, a company
dedicated to producing high quality, estate-bottled wines. He was awarded an Honorary Doctor of
Laws Degree from Brock University in 1994 in recognition of achievements including the arts,
community service, & contributions to the university. Among his many achievements, he received
the Order of Ontario in 1993 & Order of Canada 1998, & in 1999 the National Post Business
Magazine chose him as one of the top 25 Canadian CEOs of the century. His many board &
advisory positions include Shaftesbury Films, Vintners’ Quality Alliance, The International Wine
Institute, Zerofootprint, Vincor International, the Shaw Festival, & in 2006 the Ministry of
Agriculture, Food & Rural Affairs appointed him as Chairman of the Vineland Research &
Innovation Center to be a driving influence in bringing together Ontario wines, agriculture, &
regional cuisine to the international stage. For his business & community work, he has received
over 20 domestic & international awards & lifetime achievements in the areas of wine making &
marketing, & business development & entrepreneurism. He has also published several literary
works, including Icewine: Extreme Winemaking.

Recent News
5/22/2012 – MIBI announced that Mr. Murray P.J.B. Simser, a prominent technology
executive, has been appointed as the Company's President & CEO. "We are delighted to have
someone of Mr. Simser's caliber and experience step up to lead Mobile Integrated Systems," said Todd
Halpern, Chairman of the Board. "We are at a critical juncture in the market and we need focused
leadership to successfully implement our strategy and maximize our market penetration. Mr. Simser is
a technology executive with a proven entrepreneurial track record. He has a deep understanding of our
space and of the mobile technology that powers our offering."
Mr. Simser founded & operated tech companies in the cloud-based computing, mobile app and
enterprise software spaces and was a key executive of several Silicon Valley start-ups. Mr. Simser is
the Founder and Chairman of Resmis Ventures, a privately held company that takes equity
positions in early stage mobile technology companies. He is the President of Merchant World
Services, a privately held company that offers mobile apps focused on personal safety and security.
Previously, Mr. Simser was Director of Worldwide Incubation for Microsoft Corporation, where
he led an incubation team that worked on M&A deals, integration of bought assets and the globally
of the related products, solutions and assets. He co-founded the cloud-based CRM software
company eAssist, funded by 80 million dollars in venture capital. Mr. Simser also founded the
business process offshore (BPO) company OSP that was responsible for least-cost shoring 250
million dollars in corporate infrastructure. He was the Vice President of business development at
Wireless Services Corporation, a company that offers mobile messaging platforms to MNOs, where
he helped raise multi-million dollar rounds of capital and developed channel and partner
relationships.
Mr. Simser has also served as a manager at both Clearnet Communications, a fast growing
wireless carrier, and at IDRC, an outsourcer. Mr. Simser studied Economics at the University of
Ottawa where he commits time supporting school fund raising activities.
"I am delighted to be joining this dynamic company at an important time of market inflection. An
entire generation of people, the millennial generation, has little if any interest in lottery. The lottery
industry is going through a once in a generation shift that has put tremendous negative pressure on
operator revenues. Mobile Integrated Systems provides operators with the tools necessary to engage this
new generation of players," said Mr. Simser.
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The Board of Directors also announced today that Mr. Emlyn David, who previously served as
the Company's interim CEO, shall continue to serve as CFO. During his tenure as CEO, Mr. David
implemented a number of corporate development initiatives for the Company, including revising
the capital structure of the Company to facilitate corporate financing, changing the Company's
name to better reflect its new business strategy. Mr. David noted, "With the appointment of Mr.
Simser, the Company will have an experienced CEO with an extensive successful track record in
leading businesses at the cutting edge of technology." More information can be found at:
http://mobileintegratedsystems.com/

5/18/2012 – MIBI submitted its 8-K to the SEC. Here are two parts of that 8-K:
Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities.
On April 30, 2012, Mobile Integrated Systems, Inc. (the "Company"), in exchange for the
conversion of indebtedness, issued the following shares of the Company's common stock, in each
case at a conversion rate of $0.15 per share: (i) 1,064,848 shares of the Company's common stock to
Mhalka Capital Investment Company Limited; (ii) 1,361,460 shares of the Company's common
stock to Brantford Resources Limited; and (iii) 1,451,523 shares of the Company's common stock to
1476448 Ontario Limited. This conversion of debt and issuance of shares was made in reliance upon
the exemption from Securities Act registration provided by Section 4(2) of the U.S. Securities Act,
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, including Rule 903 of Regulation S. None of
the parties receiving such shares are U.S. persons (as such term is defined in Rule 902(k) of
Regulation S).
Departure of Directors or Certain Officers; Election of Directors;
Appointment of Certain Officers; Compensatory Arrangements of Certain Officers, &
Appointment of Murray Simser as President and Chief Executive Officer.
Effective as of May 14, 2012, Mr. Murray Simser has been appointed as the President and Chief
Executive Officer of the Company. (His bio data is included in another part of this Research Report.)
The Company and Mr. Simser have entered into an employment agreement, pursuant to which Mr.
Simser shall be compensated for his services to the Company at a rate of one hundred sixty
thousand (C$160,000) Canadian Dollars per annum, payable incrementally on a monthly basis and
pro-rated for any partial year of employment, less any applicable statutory and regulatory taxes or
other mandated deductions, effective as of May 14, 2012.
In addition, 2238646 Ontario Inc., the Company's controlling shareholder, has granted Mr.
Simser an option to purchase 7,600,000 shares of the Company's common stock at an exercise price
of $.15 per share. One-Thirty-Sixth (1/36) of the Option shall vest and become fully exercisable upon
each one month anniversary of the date of grant. Such vested portion of the Option may be
exercised for a period of Two (2) years following the respective vesting date. An additional year will
be allowed following the respective vesting date if the Company's shares of common stock are not
listed on the relevant exchange and valued at least at $.45 a share.
The Company's trading symbol has changed from LOTI.PK to MIBI.PK, effective as of May 15,
2012.

4/3/2012 – MIBI, operating through its wholly-owned subsidiary Mobilotto Systems, Inc.
("Mobilotto"), announced the deployment of a mobile lottery application for The Princess Margaret
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Hospital Foundation Lotteries. This Android application debuts the first mobile lottery application
in Canada for a charitable lottery & allows users to register, receive notifications, & order tickets
directly from their mobile phones. Blackberry & iPhone versions will be released soon, giving most
Smart Phone users a fast & convenient way to see prize offerings & order tickets.
This release marks Mobilotto’s official entry into the charitable fundraising market & is an
exciting milestone for Mobilotto & for Charitable Lotteries.
According to the Canada Revenue Agency, there are more than 80,000 registered Charities in
Canada. Charitable donations exceed $8B annually in Canada & $275B in the United States. The
Princess Margaret Hospital Foundation Lotteries have raised more than $227 million since 1996.
The secure mobile lottery application for smart phones enables The Princess Margaret Hospital
Foundation Lotteries to accept ticket orders, collect statistics, & demographics, update subscribers
in real time, & more. To learn more about the advantages & benefits of the solution click here:
www.mobilotto.com/index.php/products-solutions/advantages-benefits/
To see the PMHF lottery website click here: www.helpconquercancer.ca
About The Princess Margaret Hospital Foundation: It raises funds to create & deliver a model
for Personalized Cancer Medicine for patients at The Princess Margaret, across Canada &
around the world. The Princess Margaret Hospital & its research arm, the Ontario Cancer
Institute, include The Campbell Family Cancer Research Institute & The Campbell Family
Institute for Breast Cancer Research. PMH is part of the University Health Network, which also
includes Toronto General Hospital, Toronto Western Hospital, & Toronto Rehabilitation
Network. More information about The Foundation can be found at www.pmhf.ca. The Princess
Margaret Hospital Foundation lotteries are intended for residents of Ontario.

3/27/2012 – Mobile Integrated Systems, Inc., formally known as Loto Inc., announced that it
will increase the number of the authorized shares from One Hundred Million Shares of common
stock to Three Hundred Million Shares. The Company will also effect a five-for-one forward stock
split of its issued & outstanding shares held as of record at the close of business on March 26, 2012.

Note: We suggest that you look at all of MIBI’s news releases, especially those that will be issued
in the future – we included here only the few that we feel should be part of this Research Report, & we
intend to include most of MIBI’s future releases in our special email distributions – look for them.

Final Comment
This is another winning situation. We strongly recommend that you seriously consider a holding
position for long-term aggressive growth. We urge you to do some of your own investigative
homework before making any decision, of course -- call the company before you invest in any
situation – ask any questions that come to mind. Remember that for the past 25 years, Larry Oakley
has reiterated that you have the responsibility of making your own investment decisions – do not
give up that responsibility!

Contact
MIBI is located at 25 Adelaide St. East, Suite 501, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5C 3A1.
Call 416-479-0880 or email: info@mobilotto.com
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Disclaimer/Disclosure: The public companies covered by Research Reports in the "Special
Situation" section of www.WallStreetCorner.com normally pay a fee of $9,940 covering the first year of
service for the preparation, posting, & updating of such Research Report plus associated email
distributions to our serious investors in 96 countries. In the case of MIBI, only an initial partial cash
payment of $1,000 covering one month of service will be received so far from a third party as a test of our
service. The opinions included in this Research Report are the personal opinions of the editors at
WallStreetCorner.com, Inc. We want to mention that while our fees are quite modest, the quality &
quantity of service we provide is far superior to those other companies that charge many times as much, &
we do not accept free-trading shares for our services, so we therefore are not in a position to hurt the
market like many other of our competitive companies do – we never do anything other than try to help the
market. Information displayed by WallStreetCorner does not constitute an offer to buy, sell, or trade a
security of any kind, including stock. Neither Larry Oakley, Rosanne Oakley, nor WallStreetCorner.com,
Inc. recommend that any person, institution, or other entity make any decisions or form any opinions, etc.
based on the information on this site. All visitors to this site are urged to consult a qualified financial
professional before taking any actions regarding buying, selling, or trading securities (stocks or other
forms of equity). Companies covered in Conservative Speculator, a newsletter accessed from
WallStreetCorner, or in any of Larry Oakley's editorial venues do not pay for such editorial coverage; the
companies Larry covers editorially have never, do not now, & never will be charged for editorial
coverage. The companies that pay a fee for having their Research Report prepared, posted, & updated, &
having email distributions made to its readers in over 96 countries, are told this verbally, & their Web
Participation Contract, when one is utilized, contains essentially the following clause: "It is understood
that editorial coverage by Lawrence C. Oakley in Conservative Speculator; his Opinion, Stock Pick,
Comment, Bold Ventures, & other columns; contributions to national media; radio/TV interviews; or
speaking engagements, have always been, are now, & will always be without cost, & that such editorial
coverage is not a part of this contract."
Safe Harbor Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: This document
includes certain forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of
1933, as amended, & Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Such forwardlooking statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding current business plans, strategies,
& objectives that involve risks & uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
anticipated results. The forward-looking statements are based on current expectations & what it believes
are reasonable assumptions; however, its actual performance, results, & achievements could differ
materially from those expressed in, or implied by, these forward-looking statements. Factors, within &
beyond the covered company’s control, that could cause or contribute to such differences include, among
others, the cancellation of one or more of its major travel or events could materially & adversely effect its
future revenue & business operations; as well as those factors mentioned above & various disclosures in
other reports filed from time to time with the U.S. SEC.
For additional information on Larry Oakley’s strategies, please look at any issue of Conservative
Speculator, a newsletter that can be uploaded free of charge at the upper right part of the Home Page of
this site. For more information on Larry’s background, please check “Larry Oakley’s Credentials” near
the right center part of our Home Page. That used to be a formal bio, but since such bios are rather dry,
Larry converted it to a totally informal bio, which is far more interesting.
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